DeMonS--a new deconvolution method for estimating drug absorbed at different time intervals and/or drug disposition model parameters using a monotonic cubic spline.
DeMonS-a new numerical deconvolution method for estimating the amount of drug absorbed at different time intervals and/or drug disposition model parameters-is presented here. In DeMonS, the amount of drug absorbed at different time intervals and/or drug disposition model parameters are the unknown parameters to be calculated. The Fritsch-Butland non-decreasing cubic spline was constructed from the cumulative amount of drug absorbed-time data directly derived from the calculated amount of drug absorbed at different time intervals. The drug absorption rate, which is the derivative of this non-decreasing cubic spline, is therefore represented by a piecewise non-negative quadratic function. The drug concentrations were obtained by convoluting the drug absorption rate quadratic function with the drug disposition model function. The nonlinear optimization method with simple parameter bounds was used to estimate the optimal set of unknown parameters by minimizing the sum of squares of residuals between the observed and predicted drug concentrations. DeMonS has been applied to (i) the griseofulvin data for estimating drug absorbed at different time intervals when the drug disposition model parameters were determined separately from intravenous data, (ii) veralipride double-peak phenomenon data to estimate simultaneously the percentage of cumulative veralipride absorbed and the veralipride disposition model parameters without reference intravenous data, (iii) a comparative bioequivalence study of gastrointestinal therapeutic system (GITS) pseudoephedrine HCI (PeHCI) controlled-release oral dosage forms when the drug disposition model parameters were not available, and (iv) estimation of both drug disposition model parameters and the absorption rate of drug from Testoderm (testosterone transdermal system) in the presence of endogenous testosterone production. DeMonS was implemented using MATLAB and NAG MATLAB Toolbox, and is available for Windows 3.1.